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With the flair of a storyteller and the keen

eye of a practicing archaeologist, Caimin O’Brien

looks beneath the monastic ruins of County Offaly

to uncover Stories from a Sacred Landscape: Croghan

Hill to Clonmacnoise.

O’Brien draws on archaeology, history, poetry,

folklore and legend to create vivid portraits of

twenty-five sacred places within Offaly. He recounts

the tales that surround the county’s first saints and

the monasteries they founded.

Because four of the five ancient provinces of

Ireland met in Offaly, its monasteries played a crucial

economic and political role in Irish history. O’Brien

follows the stories of Offaly’s monastic foundations

through tribal conflict, Anglo-Norman conquest,

Gaelic Revival, the Reformation and on to the

present day.

Lavish illustrations make Stories from a Sacred

Landscape a visual feast. It features images of Offaly’s

monastic landscape by the internationally renowned

photographer James Fraher.

The book also contains full-colour photographs

of the treasures produced in Offaly’s monasteries,

including exquisite gold, silver and bronze artworks

and glorious illuminated manuscripts. In addition,

it highlights the artistry of monastic stonemasons

and of the county’s stained glass windows, many by

Harry Clarke Studios.

Stories from a Sacred Landscape is essential

reading for anyone with an interest in religion,

politics and Irish history. O’Brien’s unique and

comprehensive approach to his native county will

change forever the way that people see Offaly’s

sacred landscape.

Caimin O’Brien, a native of Birr, Co. Offaly, works as an

archaeologist with the Archaeological Survey of Ireland,

which is a section of the National Monuments Service of the

Department of the Environment, Heritage and Local

Government. He attended University College Galway where

he graduated with a degree in archaeology and later went

on to complete an M. Litt. in Medieval History at Trinity

College Dublin. His publications include The Archaeological

Inventory of County Offaly, The Medieval Churches of County

Offaly and The Archaeological Inventory of County Tipperary,

North Riding. He has worked for the last ten years on the

Archaeological Survey of Ireland and has been recently

involved in researching the glass industry of seventeenth

century Offaly.

Photographer James Fraher began taking photographs in

Ireland in 1977. His recent projects in Ireland have included

A Day In The Life of Ireland (1991); the Lough Boora

International Sculpture Symposium (Co. Offaly, 2002) and

the Laois Artists’ Symposium (Emo Court, Co. Laois, 2005).

His photographs have been exhibited in museums and

galleries in the United States, France, Italy and Scotland, as

well as in Ireland at the Fanning the Flames Festival in

Tullamore, Co. Offaly; the Ferbane Heritage and Art Centre,

Ferbane, Co. Offaly; The City Arts Centre in Dublin, and

the Ulster Museum. Fraher is the author of The Blues is a

Feeling: Voices and Visions of African-American Blues Musicians

(1998). He teamed up with author Roger Wood to produce

Down in Houston: Bayou City Blues (2002).

Mary Ann Williams is a writer and editor who specialises

in heritage and natural history. Her clients have included the

Field Museum of Natural History in Chicago, the Monterey

Bay Aquarium in Monterey, California; the County Museum,

Dundalk; St. Patrick’s Cathedral in Dublin, and the Heritage

Officers of Counties Offaly and Laois.

Kevin O’Dwyer is an artist, designer, curator and freelance

art consultant residing in Durrow, County Offaly. His work

features in the collections of the National Museum of Ireland,

The Ulster Museum, The Victoria and Albert Museum, The

Racine Museum of Art and The High Museum (USA). He

is acting Chairperson of Sculpture in the Parklands and a

former member of the Cultural Relations Committee of

Ireland and the Offaly Heritage Forum.

Connie Scanlon, a graphic designer for over 20 years, works

with clientele in government, business, education, and arts

organizations in both the U.S. and Europe. Her previous

book designs include The Blues is a Feeling: Voices and Visions

of African-American Blues Musicians and The Greatest Thing

Since Sliced Cheese: Stories of Kraft Foods Inventors and Their

Inventions. Born in Chicago, Connie practices graphic design

from the Bogfire studios in Grayslake, Illinois and from the

foothills of the Slieve Gampf in County Sligo.

This book is the distillation of 15 years of work by the author in County Offaly. It is a unique insight into

the ecclesiastical remains of the county through survey and by studying the landscape, its monuments,

historical documents and poetry. It tells the story of Christianity in Offaly in a way no other author has ever

attempted. This is a welcome addition to the study of the medieval church in the county.

—David Sweetman MRIA, FSA, former Chief Archaeologist of Ireland

This well-researched and visually exciting book would entice anyone to explore the many fascinating

ancient Christian sites, both large and small, that Offaly has to offer. It is an excellent key to unlock the

county’s ecclesiastical treasures.

—Dr. Peter Harbison, Honorary Academic Editor at the Royal Irish Academy

Caimin O'Brien presents a vivid picture of the life and times in the early monastic settlements,

highlighting their role in society and their changes in fortune though political upheavals.

This attractive book breaks new ground in presenting a visual feast with excellent photography 

and design work by James Fraher and Connie Scanlon.

The engaging combination of storytelling, folklore, historical and archaeological facts will appeal 

to a wide audience whilst providing a valuable contribution to our understanding of how these early 

monastic sites functioned within society.

—Pat Wallace, Director, National Museum of Ireland
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This book sets out to tell the story of twenty-three of Offaly’s early Christian monastic sites.

While many of the churches are now ruins, each chapter explores aspects of the history of the site in

the context of the wider monastic settlement. This includes the stories of the founding saints, associated

folklore and their importance in the greater monastic Ireland and Europe. The book gives the reader an

opportunity to visualise the full richness of each monastic settlement and encourages further exploration.

This generation of Offaly people have inherited a remarkable living landscape. A predominately

rural county, Offaly’s landscape had largely remained unchanged from the end of the first millen-

nium until recent times. Over the last half century, the structure of society and work patterns have

altered significantly. The accelerated rate of growth requires us to be ever sensitive to the rich legacy

imprinted on our landscape, while supporting and nurturing economic and social development.

Achieving this very delicate and sensitive balance is extremely challenging.

Monastic Offaly is a key element of the distinctiveness of this landscape. Not only is this evidenced

physically by the large enclosures, high crosses, holy wells, grave slabs and church ruins but also by

the pride communities take in the associated history and folklore. For over a thousand years, worship

has continued at many of these monastic settlements and we continue to cherish our rich tradition.

We welcome the role of Atlantic Corridor Ireland /Offaly Regeneration Ltd., a local development

agency, in promoting the concept and supporting this special publication on Offaly. Offaly County

Council is delighted to work in partnership with them.

The county has benefitted from the appointment of Amanda Pedlow, Offaly’s Heritage Officer,

who established a team of professionals to bring the publication to fruition. We also acknowledge

Kevin O’Dwyer, project manager, whose vision for the book was ambitious but realisable, with the sup-

port of a professional and talented team. The author, Caimin O’Brien, has long associations with the

archaeological heritage of the county. The Medieval Churches of Offaly, 1998, which he co-authored

with Elizabeth Fitzpatrick, is a landmark publication. The renowned international photographer,

James Fraher tells the story through the photographer’s eyes. He focuses on unique visual aspects of

the sites and allows us to see a new perspective. The quality of the photography and design combine to

produce an exciting visual publication. The engaging design work was completed by Connie Scanlon

and the text was expertly edited by Mary Ann Williams.

Offaly County Council takes great pride in publishing Stories from a Sacred Landscape: Croghan Hill

to Clonmacnoise, another chapter in the unfolding of the legacy of our early Christian monastic heritage.

—Niall Sweeney

Offaly County Manager

—Peter Ormond,

Cathaoirleach, Offaly County Council
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INTRODUCTION
Offaly — ‘A flowering garden of monasteries’

Between the fifth and seventh centuries, evangelist monks arrived in the territory now

known as County Offaly. Today only fragments survive of the landscape they encountered.

In those years, east Offaly was mainly covered in uncultivated bog, crossed by a few

rivers. Wooden roads, known as toghers, enabled people to transport goods and informa-

tion across the otherwise impassable bogs. Then as now, Croghan Hill, an extinct volcano,

rose above this plain, offering magnificent views of the surrounding region.

This landscape was vividly captured in a seventeenth-century description of the barony

of Coolestown in east Offaly:

It is soe interlaced and invironed with great boggs and low moorish grounds

and rivers, that there is no passage from one part thereof to another; nor out of it

to any other barony or county but through the straights of foords, causeways or

passes, whereof the passes of the most note is the passe of Edenderry over the

river of Boyne to the county of Kildare on the east, the pass of Eskerbegg on the

west and the passe of Togherga and through the woods of Moyleigh on the south.1

The slow river currents of east Offaly were unsuitable for mills or weirs (dams). Also

the rivers, which contained few fish, were unable to sustain large settlements of people.2

Because of the overall conditions, only a few early Christians established monasteries in this

area, among them St Broghan, who founded the island monastery of Clonsast.

A similar landscape existed in the northwest of the county, with one major difference.

Through it flowed the River Shannon, capable of providing sustenance to large monastic

communities. This impressive river also acted as a natural communication route through

heavily wooded parts of the Midlands. The monks created small clearances or meadows in

this wooded landscape; eventually some grew into large monastic towns. Places like

Lemanaghan grew up on natural islands of dry land surrounded by extensive tracts of bog.

x
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The south of the county contains the Slieve Bloom Mountains—the only mountain range

in Offaly. It is in this region that the landscape changes. Stretching up from the toe of the

county is a tract of dry land, part of which was once covered in great oak forests, known as

the Great Wood of Fercall (Fir Chell).

Several glacial ridges, known as eskers, run through this part of the county. People of

the region travelled along these ridges, which became the foundations for some of Ireland’s

first roads. It is no surprise that the early monks were drawn to these important routeways.

Near the Slighe Mór (‘Great Road’) Colum Cille founded his monastery at Durrow. At the

point where the great ridge called the Eiscir Riada met the River Shannon, Ciarán founded

Clonmacnoise.

Superimposed on this natural landscape was a political landscape that was equally com-

plex. Offaly was the place where the boundaries of four of the five ancient provinces of

Ireland came together. Because of this, monasteries founded here expanded into some of the

largest foundations in Ireland.

Central location and proximity to the provinces made the monasteries of the Midlands

ideal for church synods and assemblies between rival Irish kings. Their border position also

gave them an important strategic role in supporting territorial claims of the local rulers. In

return for their support, the nobility of Ireland gave the monasteries land, cattle and material

goods. This patronage turned Clonmacnoise into one of the wealthiest towns in Ireland. In

fact, the proliferation of large religious foundations in this part of the Midlands has led his-

torians to describe this region as ‘a flowering garden of monasteries.’3

But how did the monks go about establishing their religion amongst the Gaelic kings?

By converting the rulers of the region, the monks would ensure the future of their religion,

as the subjects of each king would be obligated to accept the new religion. However, beliefs

that had been held for millennia were not given up easily.

xi
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Conversion to Christianity offered several advantages to Irish rulers. In pre-Christian

Ireland the responsibility of the king was to be the source of well-being for his people. A good

and powerful king ensured the fertility of the soil, which resulted in healthy livestock and

an abundance of crops, which in turn maintained the health and wealth of his subjects. If

crops failed or livestock died and the subjects suffered, it was in the king’s interest to remedy

the situation by whatever means possible.

If a king failed to rectify the situation, his rule—and very possibly his life—would

come to an end.

Christianity may have offered kings a means to reduce their liability for the weather and

other factors that affected the crops and the livestock, and hence the health, of their people.

The adoption of one all-powerful God relieved the king of direct responsibility for the fertility

of the soil.

In times of famine or war, a Christian ruler was able to ask the monasteries to approach

God on his behalf. If his people still starved or were defeated in battle, it was no longer solely

the fault of the ruler, but could be attributed to the will of God.

The monasteries also promoted the importance of cereal cultivation in the cattle-driven

economy of the Irish. This may have resulted in a more efficient and productive society in

which food shortages were less frequent and consequently, subjects were more content.

When it came to conversion, the early saints had a few advantages on their side. In order

to convince pagan kings of the value of Christianity, monks had to win over the poets who

were the harbingers of tradition. It is not surprising therefore that early saints, such as

Manchan and Colum Cille, were both clerics and poets.

The preaching skills of the early saints would have impressed a society that highly valued

the powers of speech and boasting. Also, their education in the Christian world, or by people

with strong ties to the churches of Britain, Gaul and Rome, meant that the saints probably had

a level of medical knowledge that enabled them to treat diseases that had been immune to

the powers of the pagan gods. And finally, the highly educated monks introduced more effi-

cient methods of farming. For local people, this was another confirmation that the one

Christian God was more powerful than the multitude of pagan gods.

The evangelists were also adept at taking local belief systems and making them their own.

The presence of prehistoric standing stones at both Durrow and Rahan may suggest that these

were pre-Christian ritual centres converted by the early saints.

As well as Christianising sacred places, the evangelists also converted existing rituals. They

substituted Christian saints for the ‘old Gods’ worshiped in festivals. At Drumcullen, the

important agricultural festival of Midsummer’s Eve became St John’s Eve. The Feastday of

St Brigid, 1 February, took the place of Imbolc, the pre-Christian festival associated with Spring,

the arrival of the growing season and the fertility of the soil.

Acceptance of Christianity by these rulers and their tribes changed the landscape of the

county. Before Christianity came to Ireland, it had no towns. Settlement consisted of dispersed,

small-scale isolated clusters in the countryside. Some people lived in ringforts; others in

unenclosed settlements.

STORIES FROM A SACRED LANDSCAPE
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By the year 600, the county had been Christianised and the monasteries that would become

the first towns of the Midlands were established. These places brought technological change

to farming practices and provided work for artisans, such as skilled metal-workers.

In the Roman world, Christianity had been a religion of the cities. In its urban form, it

was suited to a diocesan system with centralised rule by the papacy. In contrast, in Ireland

there developed a system of independent monasteries scattered throughout independent tribal

kingdoms. Free from a centralised authority, the monasteries—which were a mirror image

of Irish secular society—flourished.

Some of these foundations were noted as places of learning throughout the Christian

world. From these centres of learning, Irish monks journeyed throughout Europe bringing

Christianity back to the people after its practice had been devastated as a consequence of

the fall of the Roman Empire.

Contacts with the wider world ensured that monasteries were well aware of events

throughout the known world. Finds of pottery and, in particular, wine jars, from excavations

on the southwest coast of Ireland support the idea that during the first half of the seventh

century Ireland was in contact with the eastern Mediterranean. It is likely that shipping routes

touched upon the coasts of North Africa, Spain and southwest France, allowing for the inter-

change of ideas, books, texts, motifs, symbols and material goods.4

In time the very success of the church came to threaten its spiritual mission. As early

as the eighth century, some clerics believed that the burgeoning wealth of the church had

caused it to lose touch with its spiritual role. They founded the Céili Dé movement, which

emphasised the spiritual aspect of monastic life.

Over the coming centuries the church would try to reform itself several more times. The

conflict between the material life of the church and its spiritual life would be central to the

story of the monasteries in County Offaly, as well as to the history of the church in Ireland.

A major effort to reform the Irish church was driven by Malachy of Armagh and the

Kings of Munster during the twelfth century. Their main aims were to remove secular noble-

men from the affairs of the church, to establish celibacy among clerics and to stop the system

in which a priest would leave his position to his sons. Finally, they hoped to introduce some

centralised form of government over the independent monasteries.

Until this time monasteries had functioned as small independent political institutions

whose power extended beyond tribal—and in some instances, national—boundaries. A

diocesan system set up by the reformers resulted in the first parish churches of Ireland. Also,

to appease the church reformers, most monasteries adopted the Rule of St Augustine, which

emphasised personal poverty, celibacy and obedience to the church hierarchy.

Arrival of the Anglo-Normans around 1169 gave this reform movement a new lease of

life. As keen supporters of the reformed church, these French lords patronised existing parish

churches and established new ones. They also introduced continental monastic orders,

including the Cistercians, Franciscans and the Dominicans. This period marked the beginning

of the decline of the old monastic order in Ireland.

xiii
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There was a brief surge in the fortunes of Irish monasteries during the fifteenth century,

when they benefited from the patronage of the Gaelic aristocracy.

These chieftains accumulated wealth through successful raids on their rival kings. In

that feuding society, aristocratic families in Offaly did not invest large sums of money in

building large-scale monuments as symbols of their power. Constructing such buildings in

a turbulent society proved difficult, and their long-term survival could not be guaranteed.

Instead, as an expression of their social obligations, Gaelic chieftains hosted lavish feasts and

gatherings. They also commissioned works of literature and music so that their names and

deeds would become immortal.5 The Annals and the Irish bardic poems are a testament to

aristocratic patronage by individuals, such as Margaret O’Conor, while the stone buildings

in which they dwelled and worshipped have long since fallen into ruins.

During this period, the Gaelic chieftains became directly involved in the parochial

churches within their territories. Clergymen were selected because of their ancestry, rather

than their education or vocation, and very often were used by local rulers as political pawns.

As a result, the Irish regional church strayed from the ideals of the centralised papal church.

Inevitably, this led to conflict between the Irish church and the official church in Rome.

In 1536 the Irish Parliament declared Henry VIII to be ‘the only supreme head in earth

of the whole church of Ireland.’ This marked the start of the ‘reform’ of the Irish church, which

included the suppression of the monasteries.

For most of the monasteries in Offaly, this would be the final blow. Penal Laws enacted

in the following century made it difficult for Catholic people to practice their faith, even in

parish churches. As a counter movement, there was a growing devotion to saints at holy

wells, many of which were located on the grounds of or near abandoned monasteries.

During the same period, a new community whose faith centred around the ideals of the

reformed church took up worship at some of the old monasteries. At places like Rahan and

Killeigh, the community of the Church of Ireland continues a tradition of worship in one

place that extends, unbroken, for more than 1500 years. This has ensured the preservation

of several important churches in the county.

No historical source is without bias. The authors of the various Irish Annals, the Calendar

of Papal Letters and other sources used in writing this book seldom described everyday life

or the peaceful events of Irish society. However, these sources do contain insights into Irish

life that would otherwise have been lost. As long as we are aware of the bias in these sources,

we can use them to illustrate the more colourful aspects of our past.

Today Offaly is a sacred landscape, enriched by the folklore, history, poetry, art and archi-

tecture of our Christian past. This landscape tells a story not only of our county, but of our

nation. How we care for this priceless resource will be our legacy to future generations.

—Caimin O’Brien
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With the flair of a storyteller and the keen

eye of a practicing archaeologist, Caimin O’Brien

looks beneath the monastic ruins of County Offaly

to uncover Stories from a Sacred Landscape: Croghan

Hill to Clonmacnoise.

O’Brien draws on archaeology, history, poetry,

folklore and legend to create vivid portraits of

twenty-five sacred places within Offaly. He recounts

the tales that surround the county’s first saints and

the monasteries they founded.

Because four of the five ancient provinces of

Ireland met in Offaly, its monasteries played a crucial

economic and political role in Irish history. O’Brien

follows the stories of Offaly’s monastic foundations

through tribal conflict, Anglo-Norman conquest,

Gaelic Revival, the Reformation and on to the

present day.

Lavish illustrations make Stories from a Sacred

Landscape a visual feast. It features images of Offaly’s

monastic landscape by the internationally renowned

photographer James Fraher.

The book also contains full-colour photographs

of the treasures produced in Offaly’s monasteries,

including exquisite gold, silver and bronze artworks

and glorious illuminated manuscripts. In addition,

it highlights the artistry of monastic stonemasons

and of the county’s stained glass windows, many by

Harry Clarke Studios.

Stories from a Sacred Landscape is essential

reading for anyone with an interest in religion,

politics and Irish history. O’Brien’s unique and

comprehensive approach to his native county will

change forever the way that people see Offaly’s

sacred landscape.

Caimin O’Brien, a native of Birr, Co. Offaly, works as an

archaeologist with the Archaeological Survey of Ireland,

which is a section of the National Monuments Service of the

Department of the Environment, Heritage and Local

Government. He attended University College Galway where

he graduated with a degree in archaeology and later went

on to complete an M. Litt. in Medieval History at Trinity

College Dublin. His publications include The Archaeological

Inventory of County Offaly, The Medieval Churches of County

Offaly and The Archaeological Inventory of County Tipperary,

North Riding. He has worked for the last ten years on the

Archaeological Survey of Ireland and has been recently

involved in researching the glass industry of seventeenth

century Offaly.

Photographer James Fraher began taking photographs in

Ireland in 1977. His recent projects in Ireland have included

A Day In The Life of Ireland (1991); the Lough Boora

International Sculpture Symposium (Co. Offaly, 2002) and

the Laois Artists’ Symposium (Emo Court, Co. Laois, 2005).

His photographs have been exhibited in museums and

galleries in the United States, France, Italy and Scotland, as

well as in Ireland at the Fanning the Flames Festival in

Tullamore, Co. Offaly; the Ferbane Heritage and Art Centre,

Ferbane, Co. Offaly; The City Arts Centre in Dublin, and

the Ulster Museum. Fraher is the author of The Blues is a

Feeling: Voices and Visions of African-American Blues Musicians

(1998). He teamed up with author Roger Wood to produce

Down in Houston: Bayou City Blues (2002).

Mary Ann Williams is a writer and editor who specialises

in heritage and natural history. Her clients have included the

Field Museum of Natural History in Chicago, the Monterey

Bay Aquarium in Monterey, California; the County Museum,

Dundalk; St. Patrick’s Cathedral in Dublin, and the Heritage

Officers of Counties Offaly and Laois.

Kevin O’Dwyer is an artist, designer, curator and freelance

art consultant residing in Durrow, County Offaly. His work

features in the collections of the National Museum of Ireland,

The Ulster Museum, The Victoria and Albert Museum, The

Racine Museum of Art and The High Museum (USA). He

is acting Chairperson of Sculpture in the Parklands and a

former member of the Cultural Relations Committee of

Ireland and the Offaly Heritage Forum.

Connie Scanlon, a graphic designer for over 20 years, works

with clientele in government, business, education, and arts

organizations in both the U.S. and Europe. Her previous

book designs include The Blues is a Feeling: Voices and Visions

of African-American Blues Musicians and The Greatest Thing

Since Sliced Cheese: Stories of Kraft Foods Inventors and Their

Inventions. Born in Chicago, Connie practices graphic design

from the Bogfire studios in Grayslake, Illinois and from the

foothills of the Slieve Gampf in County Sligo.

This book is the distillation of 15 years of work by the author in County Offaly. It is a unique insight into

the ecclesiastical remains of the county through survey and by studying the landscape, its monuments,

historical documents and poetry. It tells the story of Christianity in Offaly in a way no other author has ever

attempted. This is a welcome addition to the study of the medieval church in the county.

—David Sweetman MRIA, FSA, former Chief Archaeologist of Ireland

This well-researched and visually exciting book would entice anyone to explore the many fascinating

ancient Christian sites, both large and small, that Offaly has to offer. It is an excellent key to unlock the

county’s ecclesiastical treasures.

—Dr. Peter Harbison, Honorary Academic Editor at the Royal Irish Academy

Caimin O'Brien presents a vivid picture of the life and times in the early monastic settlements,

highlighting their role in society and their changes in fortune though political upheavals.

This attractive book breaks new ground in presenting a visual feast with excellent photography 

and design work by James Fraher and Connie Scanlon.

The engaging combination of storytelling, folklore, historical and archaeological facts will appeal 

to a wide audience whilst providing a valuable contribution to our understanding of how these early 

monastic sites functioned within society.

—Pat Wallace, Director, National Museum of Ireland
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